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Abstract 

The Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission has been in Mars’ orbit 
since September 2014 (>1 Mars year), and has collected particle and field data within the 
ionosphere over wide ranges of altitudes, latitudes, and local times. This study uses MAVEN data 
to (1) identify the sources of the night-side ionosphere and (2) analyze the influence of magnetic 
topology on the dayside ionosphere. On the night side, the main sources of ionospheric plasma 
below the exobase involve in situ plasma production (electron impact ionization) and ion motion 
coupling to neutral winds (bulk flow). Above the exobase, plasma pressure gradient and planetary 
rotation (bulk flow) source the night-side ionosphere.	Plasma transport at Mars is complicated by 
the presence of intense crustal magnetic fields. Closed crustal magnetic fields form isolated plasma 
environments (“miniature magnetospheres”) that inhibit external sources of cold ionospheric 
plasma as well as suprathermal (ionizing) electrons. Inside these closed magnetic loops, the 
evolution of plasma with bulk flow transport is isolated and studied with thermal electron densities 
that are measured by the Langmuir Probe and Waves instrument. By comparing closed and non-
closed magnetic configurations, the effects of pressure gradient flow and electron impact 
ionization are identified. Finally, the densities of O2+, O+, and NO+, which are measured by the 
Neutral Gas and Ion Mass Spectrometer (NGIMS), are examined. Inside miniature 
magnetospheres on the night side, the abundances of these species are primarily controlled by the 
different recombination rates, as there is little plasma created within these regions by EII or 
transported from the neighboring regions by plasma pressure gradient flow. On the day side, 
magnetic strength and elevation angle are commonly used as proxies for magnetic topology. In 
this study, pitch-angle-resolved suprathermal electron measurements (from the Solar Wind 
Electron Analyzer) are used to directly deduce the magnetic topology instead of using a proxy.  
 
 
 
 



Preface 
Mars’ dayside ionosphere has been studied extensively by previous missions to Mars 

(including Viking, Mars Global Surveyor, and Mars Express), and it is known to have a fairly 
simple structure. However, radio occultation measurements restricted previous studies of the night-
side ionosphere to solar zenith angles (SZA) < 125o due to Earth-Mars geometry. The Mars 
Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission has been orbiting Mars since September 
2014, and comprehensive in situ measurements of the ionosphere have been made in a broad range 
of SZA.  This recent data has allowed increased exploration of the deep night-side ionosphere, and 
in this study, the sources and sinks of the night-side ionosphere are presented.  
 MAVEN’s primary goal is to understand atmospheric loss to space, motivated by the 
various geological and mineralogical features on Mars that suggest a warm and wet ancient 
climate. The ionosphere acts as a reservoir for atmospheric loss to space, and therefore ionospheric 
structure, dynamics, and variability must be established in order to understand atmospheric escape. 
Note that the present neutral atmosphere is expected to influence plasma transport through ion-
neutral coupling, as well as direct photoionization during the day. These ancient features, as well 
as the neutral atmosphere, are described in section 1.1 Atmosphere and Ancient Climate.  

The deterioration of an early Martian dynamo may have initiated rapid atmospheric loss, 
and today remnants of this dynamo persist as crustal magnetic fields. These crustal magnetic fields 
influence plasma dynamics, and Mars’ magnetism (past and present) is described in section 1.2 
Past and Present Magnetism.   
 Mars’ dayside ionospheric structure and variations (the latter caused by solar events and 
magnetic topology) may influence transport of plasma to the night-side ionosphere, and it is 
thereby discussed in section 1.3 The Dayside Ionosphere. The previously identified structure and 
variation of the night-side ionosphere is also discussed in section 2 The Night-side Ionosphere. 

After section 3 Motivation, section 4 Methodology describes the data and instruments, as 
well as the characteristics of the night-side sources, that help the discrete identification of each 
source in the Results (section 5). Future work is included in section 6 Discussion.  
  



1 Background 
1.1 Atmosphere and Ancient Climate  

Extensive geological and mineralogical evidence suggests that liquid water once flowed 
on the ancient Martian surface[4,5,28,46,49,56]. The current Martian atmosphere (of 6.36 milibar) is 
unable to support liquid water; with a faint young sun, the presence of ancient liquid water would 
have required a much thicker atmosphere enriched with greenhouse gases. A present atmosphere 
enriched in heavy isotopes[30] coupled with a lack of surface carbonates[65] suggests that the 
atmosphere was likely lost to space. An ancient atmospheric pressure less than 1.9 bar would 
correspond to observed crater distributions[36], but the atmospheric composition is still presently 
debated. Recent studies have suggested that surface liquid water could have lasted from 4.5 to 3.5 
Gya if Mars’ atmosphere was composed of 3.5% CH4 and H2 (each)[68]. However, other 
greenhouse atmospheres have also been suggested[33,47,59].  

 
Mars’ Present Atmosphere 

Previous missions (Viking 1 and 2) found a heterogeneous upper atmosphere of CO2, N2, Ar, 
CO, O2, O, and NO. CO2 was identified as the primary constituent (~95% of the atmosphere) below 
the exobase (~180 km), with CO and N2 following (about an order of magnitude less dense)[43,55]. 
Less dominant species (and the dayside ionosphere) are produced via photoionization of CO2 by 
solar EUV[67], generating a complex thermal and compositional structure of the neutral 
atmosphere. Note that structural variations in the neutral atmosphere lead to comparable variations 
in the ionosphere due to both photoionization and ion-neutral collisional coupling. 

Large density and temperature variations in the thermosphere (which spans ~100-200 km in 
altitude) originate near the lower boundary of the atmosphere. Gravity waves produce 10% density 
variations across latitude and local time that[43] are coherent across altitude[25]. The Noachis 
regional dust storm caused an ephemeral expansion of the entire atmosphere, followed by 
enhanced thermospheric densities and zonal winds[7]. Mesospheric clouds (requiring 20-30K 
temperature decreases) have also extended to the thermosphere (~170 km) via transmission of 
wave-3 oscillations. Recall that wave-3 oscillations enable mesospheric cloud formation (beyond 
their typical, low-altitude origins)[62]. These and other similar variations in the thermosphere are 
relevant to this study because ion-neutral collisions (particularly below the exobase) extend these 
atmospheric variations into the ionosphere structure. The night-side ionosphere is also affected, 
since below the exobase ion-neutral collisions are the dominant source of transport (as discussed 
in greater detail in section 2 The Night-side Ionosphere).  
 The temperature in the thermosphere increases at 200-270 km in altitude when the Martian 
atmosphere absorbs the energy of solar flares, and the low density and low heat capacity of Mars’ 
atmosphere allows it to both respond and recover rapidly from flares. (Recall that solar flares occur 
when accumulated magnetic energy in the solar atmosphere is released rapidly, causing an 
anomaly in brightness[37].)  Here, above ~200 km, O is a dominant atmospheric species. However, 
density variations do not arise below 210 km, which is where O becomes a minor atmospheric 



species and CO2 becomes more dominant. Below 210 km, CO2 cooling can therefore increase the 
efficiency of heat dissipation and constrain density variation[63]. 
 
1.2 Past and Present Magnetism 

	 Mars in the present day lacks a global dynamo and is considered an unmagnetized planet; 
however, crustal magnetic anomalies found by Mars Global Surveyor suggest that Mars has not 
always lacked a dynamo[1].  While the formation of the large-scale pattern (demonstrated in Fig. 
1) has not been explained, it has been suggested that their formation process may be comparable 
to that of Earth’s magnetic lineations[12]. Note that, near mid oceanic ridges, new magma locks in 
the terrestrial global dynamo’s present pole as the new material cools beyond its Curie temperature. 
However, the alternating polarity pattern at Mars has a much greater spatial scale (1000s of km 
wide) than at Earth’s, and there is no clear axis of symmetry (spreading center). Higher resolution 
observations are being made in lower altitudes by MAVEN, which will allow improved 
interpretations of crustal magnetic field formation.[14] 
 

Figure 1.[14] This map of Mars’ crustal magnetic field gradients, measured by Mars Global Surveyor, provides 
contrasts in magnetization that appear in correlation with volcanic provinces, impact craters, and known faults[14].		
	

After cessation of the dynamo, the atmosphere is expected to have evolved rapidly. As the 
Martian interior cooled, volcanism and therefore outgassing slowed. Meanwhile, the cessation of 
the dynamo fundamentally changed the Mars-solar wind interaction and exposed the atmosphere 
to the solar wind, allowing new opportunities for atmospheric escape[41]. 

 



Present Day Solar Wind Interaction 
Mars’ induced magnetic field arises from solar wind interactions in the ionosphere. Solar wind 

dynamic pressure generally exceeds the thermal pressure in the ionosphere. Therefore, pressure 
balance requires that the solar wind magnetic field pile into the ionosphere and drape around the 
planet (rather than stand off at an ionopause). This induced magnetic field is minimal compared to 
the localized crustal fields, forming a horizontal field of only ~50 nT throughout the dayside 
ionosphere.[2] 

The Present: Crustal Magnetic Fields 
Today, Mars’s crustal magnetic fields (localized magnetic dipoles) reach amplitudes of 

several hundred nT (at ~400 km in altitude) and span hundreds of kilometers[1,13]. Above the 
exobase, thermal (cold) ionospheric plasma is constrained to gyrate about the magnetic field lines, 
and bulk plasma flow is thus constrained to follow magnetic field lines. The location of the 
magnetic fields’ footpoints (the intersection of the magnetic field with the suprathermal electron 
exobase) helps define the orientation of the topology. Closed magnetic fields have two footpoints 
at the planet and are referred to as “mini-magnetospheres,” although their elongation forms 
cylindrical magnetic fields. Ionospheric plasma is trapped in a magnetic mirror, while external 
sources of plasma (i.e., the solar wind) are excluded. Open magnetic fields connect the solar wind 
to a footpoint in the planet’s atmosphere, and this allows escape of ionospheric plasma and 
precipitation of solar wind into the neutral atmosphere. Draped magnetic fields result from the 
interaction of the IMF with a conducting body, such as a planetary ionosphere.[70] 

 

Topology can be directly measured with MAVEN data. At night, regions of suprathermal 
electron flux voids identify topologically closed magnetic fields (mini-magnetospheres). In this 
study, “void” regions are defined as flux drops greater than four orders of magnitude. In the day-
side hemisphere, topologically closed magnetic fields are exclusively populated by photoelectrons. 
Open magnetic fields allow photoelectrons to travel in one direction (towards or away from the 
planet) and solar wind electrons to travel the opposite direction. Draped magnetic field lines are 
exclusively populated by solar wind electrons. Therefore, using pitch angle distributions (with the 
“shape parameter” method), magnetic topology can be directly observed at the day side.[70]  

 

Figure 2 (Courtesy of S. Xu). 
Demonstration of Mars’ three magnetic 
topologies. Topologically closed fields 
have both footpoints connected to the 
planet. Open field lines have one 
footpoint at the planet, with the other 
end connecting to the solar wind. 
Draped fields host only solar wind 
electrons and do not connect to the 
planet.  

	



1.3  The Dayside Ionosphere 
On the day side, photoionization of CO2 sources the majority of Mars’ ionospheric plasma, 

while ionization of minor species (such as atomic oxygen) is relevant exclusively at altitudes 
several scale heights above the main ionospheric peak. (Note, however, infrequent solar energetic 
particle (SEP) events can allow electron impact ionization to act as a more substantial source of 
minor species[39].) Photoionization of CO2 causes O2

+ to become the dominant ion, as the following 
processes have fast reaction rates due to both high CO2 and CO2+ densities and high reaction rate 
constants: CO2 + hv à CO2

+ + e- and CO2
+ + O à O2

+ + CO. Dissociative recombination of O2
+ 

is the primary loss process of ionospheric plasma on the dayside, and is given by: O2
+ + e- à O + 

O[29].  
Photoionization by two specific ranges of photon wavelengths produces two main peaks in the 

Martian ionosphere. The M2 layer is produced by light of wavelengths 30-90nm, and the M1 layer 
is produced by light of wavelengths ~3-4.9nm (which causes further ionization by electron impact 
ionization)[60]. Both layers are dominated by photoionization production and ion-electron 
recombination, making both Chapman-like (although greater complexities arise within the M1 
layer), as described next. The “meteoric layer” resides below the M1 layer and is primarily 
produced by meteorites (which create metallic ions), but occasionally also by cosmic rays. The 
topside ionosphere resides above the M2 layer and is primarily produced by transport from the M2 
layer[67].  

1.3.1	 Layers	of	the	Dayside	Ionosphere	
Since this study focuses on altitudes between 130-500 km (above the M1 and meteoric 

layers), only the M2 layer and topside ionosphere are discussed here. These layers and their 
dominant sourcing mechanisms are depicted below in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3[67]. Typical ionospheric structure. M2 layer comprises the peak density (~2x105 cm-3) near ~140 km. The M1 layer peaks 
just below at ~110 km and the meteoric ion layer has an additional local maximum at ~70 km. The dashed red line represents the 
approximate altitude at which photochemical dominance of the ionosphere transitions into transport dominance.  



The M2 Layer 
The M2 layer is the primary layer of the ionosphere. Photochemical processes (photoionization 

and dissociative recombination) determine the dayside ionospheric structure, and photoionization 
by solar EUV (with wavelengths of 30-90nm) is the primary source[60]. Chapman theory is an 
idealization of ionospheres that assumes only photochemical control, and its many simplifying 
assumptions apply to Mars’ M2 ionospheric layer. The ionizing spectrum of the M2 layer is 
monochromatic (the cross-section for the absorption of ionizing photons by neutrals is constant 
across 30-90nm wavelengths)[61]. The atmospheric layer to be ionized is also of nearly uniform 
composition (~95% CO2). These characteristics are essential assumptions made by Chapman 
theory[10]. Furthermore, since plasma is produced and lost by single photochemical processes and 
transport effects are negligible (near the peak), Mars’ M2 layer is well described by Chapman 
theory. 

Chapman theory describes photoionization rate. The ion density, !"#$, is dependent on z 
(altitude) and can be described with	N' (the peak ion density above the subsolar point), (# (the 
altitude of the peak density), ) (the scale height of the neutral atmosphere), and C (solar zenith 
angle). Variations of the neutral number density at an optical thickness of unity produce a SZA 
dependence:  
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Note that when assuming quasi-neutrality (often applicable in Mars’ ionosphere), the peak electron 
density is approximated as the sum of the peak densities for all ion species in Mars’ ionosphere. 
 
Above the M2 Layer 

The topside ionosphere (above ~180 km) is dominated by transport processes, and deviations 
from Chapman theory develop[58]. The electron density decreases exponentially with altitude[67], 
but at higher altitudes (above 200 km) a second layer associated with O+ may be present[17]. The 
topside ionosphere has a relatively small scale height (30-40 km), which suggests that horizontal 
magnetic fields minimize vertical motion of plasma[38,67].  
 
1.3.2 Variability of the Dayside Ionosphere 

Observations of the dayside ionosphere have revealed variations that are dependent on 
solar activity and neutral atmospheric variations. Solar energetic particle events (including gradual 
proton events, impulsive flare events, and corotating interaction region events) can enhance 
ionization in planetary atmospheres, ion outflow, sputtering, and Lyman alpha emission[16,20,39]. 
Solar flares lead to x-ray absorption, enhancing electron-neutral collisions and thereby ion 
production rate[52,57]. Variable photon fluxes from solar rotation can produce ~6% enhanced 
ionospheric density at the M2 layer[45], and variations in dynamic pressure from solar cycle 
variability can cause a 20% increase in solar wind pickup of O+[9,34,42]. In addition to solar 
dependence, ionospheric structure corresponds to neutral atmospheric variations. Approximately 
10 km variations in the ionospheric peak are caused by non-migrating tidal variations in Mars’ 



thermosphere[6,66]. Also, ion-neutral collisions can produce ionospheric currents in the dynamo 
region, causing transport to generate variability in structure[21].  
 Mars’ dayside ionosphere fluctuates with respect to crustal magnetic fields, and magnetic 
amplitude and elevation angle have been used as proxies to measure the influence of magnetic 
topology on ionospheric structure. Over isolated regions of strong crustal magnetic fields, a plasma 
cavity in the upper ionosphere and a corresponding density enhancement in the lower ionosphere 
was observed. Along open magnetic field lines, solar wind electrons may be accelerated downward 
and ionospheric ions may be accelerated upward (although acceleration was not directly observed). 
Heating due to precipitating electrons may lead to an increase in scale height, driving a loss of 
ionospheric plasma at high altitudes.[19] On near-vertical magnetic field lines, open access of solar 
wind plasma through magnetic reconnection with the interplanetary magnetic field is suggested to 
allow parallel electric fields to accelerate plasma. Precipitating electrons of energies > 300eV 
(energies that have been observed to produce auroral electrons at Mars) penetrate to ~140 km.[19]  
The ionosphere has also been observed to vary in regions of strong magnetic amplitudes. Strong 
crustal magnetic fields were characterized by ~30% thermal electron density enhancements and 
~10-15% cooler electron temperatures in altitudes above 200 km. These characteristics increased 
with greater altitude, and in altitudes below 200 km crustal magnetic fields were observed to have 
no effect on electron density and temperature.[22] 

 
2 The Night-Side Ionosphere 
 Although Earth-Mars geometry has previously restricted exploration of Mars’ patchy 
night-side ionosphere to SZA < 125o, production of the night-side ionosphere is known to depend 
on neutral wind flow, plasma pressure gradient, planetary rotation, and electron impact ionization. 
In addition, variations caused by magnetic topology and solar variation have been identified.  
             
Plasma Dynamics Below the Exobase 

Below the exobase (where ion velocities and temperatures are comparable to that of 
neutrals), ion motion is collisionally coupled to neutral wind patterns and decoupled from magnetic 
topology[11]. Thermal electrons, however, have small collisional cross sections, and remain 
coupled to electric and magnetic forces. As ions are collisionally dragged away from the electrons 
(that are constrained to gyrate about magnetic field lines), a charge-separation electric field forces 
the electrons to follow the ions[21]. Since plasma motion is dependent on neutral winds, night-side 
ionospheric sourcing will depend on neutral wind patterns which are shown in Fig. 4. At dusk, 
neutral winds have a strong, consistent flow from the day to night sides, but at dawn, cross-
terminator flow is weak and inconsistent[27]. It can therefore be deduced that ion-neutral coupling 
will lead to dawn-dusk asymmetry in the night-side ionosphere.  



Figure 4 (courtesy of Joe Grebowsky). Neutral wind patterns in the rotating (inertial) frame from MGITM (Mars 
Global Ionosphere-Thermosphere Model) vs. MSO longitude and latitude. (Model results were confirmed by ion 
measurements from MAVEN’s NGIMS, the Neutral Gas and Ion Mass Spectrometer). At dusk, all latitudes have 
similar flow patterns (primarily east, heading towards the equator). At dawn, however, winds in equatorial latitudes 
flow towards noon (east), with winds in higher and lower latitudes flowing in a circular motion. Near the poles, 
winds flow west towards midnight.[27]	

 Electron impact ionization (EII) occurs when suprathermal electrons gyrate down open or 
cross-terminator closed magnetic fields and precipitate into the neutral atmosphere. This process 
produces a “patchy” night-side ionosphere, and localized density enhancements near magnetic 
cusps have been observed by MARSIS at altitudes of ~127 km[35]. Similarly, MAVEN 
observations of thermal electron densities below 200 km were over a factor of 10 greater than 
expected when assuming recombination as the only night-side ionospheric process[23].  

EII also occurs near cross-terminator closed magnetic fields, where the day-side ionosphere 
provides a source of ionizing electrons to the night hemisphere. Ionospheric photoelectrons have 
been observed below the exobase at night and at high northern latitudes over weakly magnetized 
regions, but collisions with atmospheric neutrals would prohibit low-altitude horizontal transport 
of these electrons. Instead, photoelectrons are transported at altitudes above the exobase along 
cross-terminator closed magnetic field lines, and these transported photoelectrons create enhanced 
ion densities via EII[69].  

Plasma Dynamics Above the Exobase 
Plasma pressure gradient flow and planetary rotation are also known to source the night-

side ionosphere above the exobase. An anti-sunward flow of ionospheric plasma explained 

Weak Flow  Strong Flow  



MARSIS measurements of the upper ionosphere[24]. A pressure gradient force between the day 
and night sides (caused by asymmetric ionization sources) can produce the observed inverse 
dependence of density with SZA. Planetary rotation was also proposed as a day-night transport 
mechanism[24] and would produce dawn-dusk asymmetry in density in the night-side ionosphere.   
 The composition of the night-side ionosphere depends on each ion species’ recombination 
rate in the absence of suprathermal (ionizing) electrons. Upon crossing the terminator, O2

+ and 
CO2

+ recombine faster NO+ and HCO+ do. While O2
+ remains the dominant ion at night, its relative 

abundance decreases from ~85% to 60%. This decrease in dominance allows an enhancement of 
long lived ions at night (such as NO+ and HCO+). The lack of EUV allows these species to retain 
most (~33% and ~100% respectively) of their dayside densities, allowing NO+ and HCO+ to 
become 20% and 10% of the night-side ionospheric composition, respectively. Note that the 
ionospheric composition varies across specific local times and altitudes, while the compositions 
described above averaged over altitude and night-side local times.[26] 

 
2.1  Variation of the Night-Side Ionosphere 

Variations in Mars’ night-side ionosphere have been correlated to crustal magnetic fields. 
MARSIS observations identified peaked photoelectron plasma preceded by thermal electron 
density depressions in the night side. The peaked photoelectron plasma was expected to be 
produced by enhanced suprathermal electron fluxes near open or cross terminator magnetic fields, 
and the density depressions preceding them were interpreted as boundaries between closed and 
open magnetic topologies (the edge of magnetic cusps). These low densities were expected to be 
caused by plasma escape (along open magnetic fields), recombination of ions near closed magnetic 
fields, or a combination of these.[18] Moreover, localized density enhancements occur near strong 
crustal magnetic fields with no correlation to precipitation or solar events[54]. Plasma instabilities 
caused by solar wind interaction with closed magnetic fields were expected to heat the ionosphere 
and thereby decrease the efficiency of dissociative recombination. An increased density and scale 
height could then be produced, as observed[53]. Additionally, enhanced thermal electron fluxes 
during reconnection events have been observed over eastward-oriented crustal magnetic fields in 
the presence of a westward directed IMF (interplanetary magnetic field). Reconnected and draped 
magnetic fields were found to transport ionospheric thermal electrons across the terminator and 
generate a current in the magnetotail[64]. Furthermore, the structure of the night-side ionosphere is 
expected to vary with IMF direction and solar wind pressure[41]. MARSIS observations found that 
during strong dynamic pressure conditions, the compressed ionosphere allowed solar wind 
electron fluxes to penetrate to greater depths. This produced enhanced electron precipitation.[15]   

 
3 Motivation 
 MAVEN entered Mars’ orbit in September 2014 and has since been obtaining 
comprehensive, in situ plasma and magnetic field measurements of the planet’s ionosphere[32].  As 
made evident in sections 1.3 and 2, the dayside ionosphere’s sources, structure, and variability 
have been studied in great detail; however, Earth-Mars geometry restricted previous night-side 



ionosphere analysis to SZA < 125o, which caused a lack of understanding regarding the  night-side 
ionospheric sourcing, structure, and variability. Hence, this study uses direct measurements of 
magnetic topology to probe the sources of Mars’ night-side ionosphere. Furthermore, previous 
studies have used magnetic elevation and amplitude as proxies to determine the influence of 
magnetic topology on ionospheric structure. Since MAVEN is able to directly measure magnetic 
topology (described in section 6’s Methodology), the influence of magnetic topology on 
ionospheric structure is also analyzed in this study.  

4 MAVEN Instruments 
The MAVEN mission attempts to understand atmospheric evolution at Mars, involving neutral 

loss processes, ionospheric structure and variation, plasma escape, and magnetic field topology 
(which aids escape). MAVEN is equipped with eight instruments that have been obtaining 
comprehensive particles and fields measurements in Mars’ plasma environment for three years.  
Data from the following MAVEN instruments are used in this study: the Langmuir Probe and 
Waves (LPW, providing thermal electron densities), the Neutral Gas and Ion Mass Spectrometer 
(NGIMS, providing densities of various ion species such as O2

+, O+, NO+, and CO2
+), and the Solar 

Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA, providing suprathermal electron fluxes to identify magnetic 
topology).   

Langmuir Probe and Waves (LPW) 
 LPW has two ~7.1 meter booms separated by an angular distance of 110.9o. Their 
orientations are designed to avoid the spacecraft’s wake, maximize sensor separation, distance 
the sensors from the solar arrays, remain clear of thruster plumes, and avoid impinging on the 
fields of view of other instruments.  

LPW alternates between operating as an electric field instrument and a langmuir probe 
with its two modes: waves and I/V sweeps. Over a range of -50 to 50 V probe voltages, the 
current from the plasma to the probe is measured, producing an I-V characteristic. This I-V 
characteristic can be fit to determine electron temperature and density, along with space craft 
potential and photoelectron properties. This study uses the electron densities measured with the 
I-V characteristics mode.[3]  

 
Figure 5[3]. Langmuir Probe and Waves (LPW) instrument prior to attachment onto MAVEN spacecraft. LPW 
makes in situ measurements of thermal electron densities and temperatures in Mars’ plasma environment.  

Neutral Gas and Ion Mass Spectrometer (NGIMS) 
NGIMS uses a Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer (QMS) to measure ion densities. A QMS 

consists of four parallel metal rods with opposing rods electrically connected. A DC voltage is 
superimposed on an RF voltage, both of which are applied between the rod pairs. Ions entering 
the instrument travel down the quadrupole between the rods, and they either collide with the rods 



after entering an unstable trajectory or travel to the detector (depending on their mass-to-charge 
ratio). NGIMS has a mass range of 2-150 Da with a mass unit resolution. Note that m/q channels 
can be used to identify specific ions (by assuming q = 1), although ambiguity arises when two 
ions have the same mass.[44] 

 
Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA) 
 SWEA is a hemispherical electrostatic analyzer, in which two deflectors are open to 
space through the aperture grid of the sensor (which also offers electrical isolation). These 
deflectors bend electron trajectories by a variable amount in order to sweep out into a large field 
of view. By placing a potential difference between two concentric hemispheres, SWEA selects 
electrons of specific energies. After passing through the instrument, the electrons collide with a 
microchannel plate (MCP) detector with 16 anodes. Charge pulses generated by the MCPs land 
on the anodes and are transmitted to the charge amplifier board to process the individual pulses 
into a digital output. SWEA has a 360o x 120o field of view (8% blocked by the spacecraft), with 
20o angular resolution, and it measures electrons of energies 3 eV to 4.6 keV with a 17% 
resolution (9:/:). 3D spectra, pitch angle distributions, and energy spectra are obtained from a 
64-energy x 16-azimuth x 6-elevation distribution. Electron energy-pitch angle distributions are 
used to infer magnetic topology, and are crucial to this study.[51] 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6[44]. Neutral Gas and Ion Mass 
Spectrometer (NGIMS) before 
attachment to MAVEN spacecraft. 
NGIMS makes in situ measurements 
of neutral and ion densities using 
mass-charge ratios to distinguish 
species in Mars’ plasma environment.  

	

Figure 7[51]. Solar Wind 
Electron Analyzer (SWEA) 
before attachment to 
MAVEN spacecraft. SWEA 
makes in situ measurements 
of suprathermal electron 
fluxes within specific energy 
channels in Mars’ plasma 
environment.  
	



5 Part I: Using Magnetic Topology to Probe the Sources of Mars’ Night-side Ionosphere 

5.1 Methodology: Night-Side Ionosphere Sources: Data and Identification 
Data measurements spanned from January 1, 2015 to June 1, 2017, with ~4.2 million LPW 

data samples and ~250,000 NGIMS data samples (for O2
+, O+, and NO+) taken between MSO-

longitude 90-270 and SZA > 90o (on the night side).  
There are three distinct night-side ionospheric sources at Mars: electron impact ionization 

(EII), bulk flow, and pressure gradient transport (all mentioned in section 2 The Night-side 
Ionosphere). Electron impact ionization is the only in situ production of night-side plasma, and its 
production peaks at ~140 km in altitude. Below the exobase, bulk flow occurs via ion-neutral 
collisions, which couple ion motion to neutral wind patterns (producing dawn-dusk asymmetry, 
refer to Fig. 1) and decouple ion motion from magnetic topology. Above the exobase, plasma 
trapping onto mini-magnetospheres in combination with a rotating planet allows plasma to be 
transported in bulk to the night-side (recombination occurs with respect to local time, producing 
dawn-dusk asymmetry). Pressure gradient transport also occurs above the exobase, and since 
horizontal transport is required, it only occurs near draped magnetic fields. Table 1 provides a 
summary of these three sources and their dependences described here.  

Since topologically magnetic fields exclude external sources of plasma (refer to section 1.2 
Past and Present Magnetism), suprathermal electron flux voids correspond to mini-
magnetospheres at night (in the absence of photoelectrons). Therefore, SWEA data was used to 
define magnetic topology. Suprathermal electron flux voids were defined by suprathermal electron 
flux drops greater than 4 orders of magnitude relative to the mean flux outside, and they therefore 
allow direct observation of mini-magnetospheres (or topologically closed magnetic fields).  

 Bulk Flow Pressure Gradient 
Flow 

Electron Impact 
Ionization 

Regional 
Dependence 

Dawn-dusk 
asymmetry 

Decreases with SZA 
 
Low altitudes  
(~140 km) 

Magnetic Control Low altitude: none 

High altitude: voids 

Non-voids Non-voids 

Table 1 provides a summary of characteristics expected to assist in distinct identification of each source of night-side 
ionosphere. Regional dependence includes MSO longitude, SZA, and altitude. Magnetic control is defined by “voids” 
or “non-voids” (referring to suprathermal electron fluxes).  

Data was split into “void” and “non-void” regions, as well as MSO-longitude. These 
divisions encourage observation of all of the characteristics, and therefore each source to be 
discretely identified. Note that the two terminator profiles (red) in “non-void” regions will include 
photoionization as a source, since increasing altitude requires that true shadow does not appear 
until SZA > 90o.  



Observations during this time correspond to the declining phase of Solar Cycle 24 with 
moderate to minimum solar conditions[40]. EUV irradiance at Mars was within a factor of ~2 
throughout this time range, and it was greatest near perihelion during the beginning of the mission. 
This variability was mostly due to orbital distance from the sun (as opposed to solar activity)[8,40]. 

5.2 Results 

5.2a Identifying the Sources of Mars’ Night-side Ionosphere 
Fig. 8 (below) demonstrates thermal electron densities in specified regions of MSO-

longitude, SZA, and magnetic topology. Sorting plasma densities by MSO-longitude depicts a time 
evolution of planetary rotation. The anti-solar profile spans SZA > 150o and nearly isolates the 
influence of EII. (Note that recombination will cause transported plasma to decrease to a minimum 
near midnight.) 

Bulk flow transport is the only plasma source in regions void of suprathermal electron flux, 
and this is confirmed by the characteristics observed in Figure 8a. Recall that SZA dependence 
(due to recombination of transported plasma) and dawn-dusk asymmetry (due to both planetary 
rotation and neutral wind patterns) are expected of bulk flow. Near the dusk terminator (the solid 
red profile), large densities result from plasma transported across the terminator. However, as 
MSO-longitude increases at dusk (solid green and blue profiles), an inverse relationship between 
density and MSO-longitude is observed. Low densities dominate the three remaining dawn 
profiles, demonstrating the expected dawn-dusk asymmetry that is characteristic of bulk flow. 
These observations confirm the presence of bulk flow as a night-side plasma source.  

	  
Figure 8. (a) Thermal electron density profiles (measured by LPW) in void regions (within miniature 
magnetospheres). (b) Thermal electron density profiles (measured by LPW) in non-void regions (outside of miniature 
magnetospheres). (c) A representation of the plotting styles in Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b. Red profiles correspond to near-
terminator MSO-longitudes, blue profiles correspond to near-midnight MSO-longitudes, and green profiles 
correspond to MSO-longitudes between the terminator and midnight region. Solid profiles represent dusk densities 
and dashed profiles represent dawn. Note that the black profile in Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b is SZA > 150o and is where 
transported plasma will have recombined most (EII becomes the dominant source of plasma).  
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 In comparing void to non-void regions (Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b), a spike in density is evident 
in low altitudes (near ~140 km) at all MSO-longitudes and SZA. This demonstrates that EII occurs 
and creates profound density enhancements with no regional (SZA/MSO-longitude) dependence. 
The anti-solar profile exhibits the greatest influence of EII due to recombination of transported 
plasma near midnight.  
 In comparing, again, void to non-void regions (Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b), pressure gradient is 
observed above the exobase. The MSO-longitude profiles away from the terminator (blue and 
green) have significantly greater densities than the anti-solar profile in Fig. 8b, with densities up 
to 103 cc-1 in altitudes > 250 km. However, in void regions (Fig. 8a), nearly all the profiles (except 
near the dusk terminator) are comparable to the anti-solar profile, with densities ≤ 200 cc-1 in 
altitudes > 250 km. Furthermore, an inverse correlation between SZA and density is observed, 
which is characteristic of pressure gradient.  
 Finally, dawn-dusk asymmetry remains in Fig. 8b (solid profiles at dusk have 
characteristically greater densities than the dashed profiles at dawn). This dawn-dusk asymmetry 
is attributed to bulk flow below the exobase via ion-neutral coupling. Once in the night-side, this 
plasma may diffuse upward along vertical magnetic fields, allowing the dawn-dusk asymmetry to 
extend to higher altitudes.  

5.2b Quantifying the Sources of Mars’ Night-side Ionosphere 

 
Fig. 9 (above) provides a comparison of thermal electron density in voids with that of non-

void regions. The first significant feature is the strong altitude dependence of the anti-solar profile. 
In altitudes below 160 km, densities supplied by bulk transport (i.e., in void regions) are ~30-40% 
of densities in non-void regions. However, just above this altitude region, densities in voids 
become much more comparable (~70%) to that of non-void regions. These density spikes in low 
altitude, non-void regions are characteristic of electron impact ionization, and electron impact 
ionization therefore sources ~30-40% of the night-side ionosphere. Note that other profiles have 

Figure 9. Comparison of thermal electron 
densities in void regions to those in non-
void regions (i.e., Fig. 8a divided by the 
respective profiles in Fig. 8b). The anti-
solar profile (solid black) is where the 
plasma transport mechanisms are least 
influential in night-side ionospheric 
sourcing (due to recombination). This 
profile is therefore useful in quantifying the 
influence of electron impact ionization as a 
night-side ionospheric source.  



similar trends (a lower void to non-void ratio in altitudes below 160 km than above); however, 
their corresponding values vary with MSO-longitude due to the influence of transport processes.  

5.2c Influence of Recombination Rate on the Sources of Mars’ Night-side Ionosphere 
 Fig. 8a and 8b identified bulk flow and pressure gradient as day-night transport processes 
of ionospheric plasma at Mars. The decrease of density with MSO-longitude was characteristic of 
recombination of thermal electrons. When observing ion densities, this decrease is expected to be 
present but unique (in magnitude) for each ion species. Note that the dominant loss mechanism of 
night-side plasma is dissociative recombination, and each ion species has its own unique 
recombination rate coefficient. In addition, the recombination rate is proportional to the ion and 
thermal electron densities. Hence, the density profiles for O2+, O+, and NO+ are expected to differ 
substantially.  
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Figure 10A.1 and 10A.2 represent O2+ densities in void and non-void regions (respectively). Figure 10B.1 and 
10B.2 represent O+ densities in void and non-void regions (respectively). Figure 10C.1 and 10C.2 represent NO+ 
densities (respectively). The profile colors and styles are the same as in Fig. 8 and Fig. 10, and Fig. 8c therefore still 
represents these regions. Width space between profiles in each plot varies due to species-dependent recombination 
rates. Densities are in units of particles per cubic centimeter [cc-1].  

 Fig. 10A.1 and 10A.2 (O2+ densities) are comparable to Fig. 8a and 8b. Recall (from 
Introduction) that although O2+ becomes slightly less significant in the night-side ionosphere, it 
is still the dominant ion and comprises ~60% of Mars’ night-side ionospheric ion composition. 
Since the assumption of quasi-neutrality tells that thermal electron densities should behave as the 
sum of all ion densities, it is clear that ~60% of thermal electron densities have very similar 
behavior as O2+ ions. Therefore, thermal electron density profiles (Fig. 8) were dominated by O2+ 
behavior and Fig. 8 and Fig. 10 are (not surprisingly) similar.  
 Fig. 10B.1 and 10B.2 (O+ densities) are distinct from Fig. 8a and 8b below the exobase. 
However, in both Mars’ day and night-side ionospheres, atmospheric chemistry requires that O+ 
not become a dominant ion until altitudes greater than ~200 km (significantly above the 
exobase)[63]. This results in minimal bulk flow transport via ion-neutral collisions, as well as 
minimal in situ O+ production via electron impact ionization. However, in altitudes above 200 km, 
O+ density profiles have features similar to those in the thermal electron profiles (Fig. 8). In void 
regions, dawn-dusk asymmetry is observed, and in non-void regions, plasma densities drop off as 
MSO-longitude heads away from the terminator and towards midnight. Hence, plasma transport 
in the upper ionosphere is similar to that in Fig. 8. The comparable recombination rates of O+ and 
O2+ allow transport processes to behave similarly across the two ion species, causing their topside 
profiles to have comparable spacing. (Note that the x-axis scales differ for each species.) 
 Fig. 10C.1 and 10C.2 (NO+ densities) exhibit more dominant sourcing by transport 
processes than the thermal electron profiles did. Note the closer spacing of the MSO-longitude 
profiles, which suggests that densities remain close to the originally transported value due to a 
slow recombination rate. NO+ comprises only ~20% of the night-side plasma composition, and 
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therefore NO+ behavior has less of an influence on the averaged behavior of thermal electrons 
(which is dominated by O2+). Again, a minimal increase of density is observed in low altitudes 
due to atmospheric chemistry (i.e., the neutral composition is not suited for significant production 
of NO+, but rather for CO2+ and O2+).  
 Therefore, the profiles of Fig. 10 demonstrate that by directly measuring regions void of 
suprathermal electron flux (or, separating bulk flow transport), direct observation of ion neutral 
chemistry was enabled without the interruption of electron impact ionization. It is evident that 
recombination rates and atmospheric chemistry can affect the relative influence of each night-side 
plasma source, and transport may become more relevant for minor species with slow 
recombination rates.  
 
6  Part II: Influence of Magnetic Topology on Mars’ Ionospheric Structure 

Methodology:  
As discussed in section 1.3.2 Variability in the Dayside Ionosphere, Mars’ dayside 

ionosphere is found to respond to variations in Mars’ crustal magnetic fields. These studies used 
magnetic amplitude and elevation angle to infer the correlation of ionospheric variations with 
magnetic topology. However, using the shape parameter method, magnetic topology is directly 
observed. Shape parameter uses pitch-angle-resolved suprathermal electron flux to deduce the 
presence of solar wind electrons and photoelectrons. Topologically closed magnetic field regions 
are known to exclude external sources of suprathermal electrons, and they are therefore recognized 
as regions with photoelectrons traveling in both directions (parallel and anti-parallel to the 
spacecraft). Open magnetic fields are identified as regions with photoelectrons travelling in one 
direction and solar wind electrons in the other. Draped magnetic fields have only solar wind 
electrons, which travel in both directions.  

Figure 11. “Non-magnetized” regions are outlined in the pink and purple boxes. (Note that sampling was restricted 
in most of the non-magnetized regions, but significant sampling was found in the dark purple box that is closest to the 
equator.) “Moderately Magnetized” regions are outlined by the teal boxes. “Strongly magnetized” regions are outlined 
by the black box in the southern hemisphere. (Adaptation of Fig. 1.) 



In this study, thermal electron densities (measured by LPW) are separated into regions of 
(1) magnetic amplitude and (2) magnetic elevation angle. Magnetic amplitude is divided with the 
use of latitude and longitude, as depicted below in Fig 11. Within these regions, data is further 
separated by magnetic topology. 

Results 
Fig. 12 demonstrates that topologically closed magnetic fields have characteristically 

greater densities than regions of topologically open magnetic fields, and this is true across all 
elevation angles. Similarly, topologically open magnetic fields have characteristically greater 
densities than draped magnetic fields for all elevation angles.  Mini-magnetospheres allow trapped 
plasma to extend to greater altitudes. Elevation angle 0-15o in closed field regions primarily 
correspond to the tops of mini-magnetospheres; their occurrences in low altitudes likely 
correspond to weakly magnetized regions (whereas the strong amplitudes in the south correspond 
to greater altitudes).  Meanwhile, mini-magnetospheres have nearly-vertical magnetic field lines 
as they extend upwards (primarily near the footprints, but also in higher altitudes due to larger 
magnetic structures). Since these mini-magnetospheres trap plasma in a magnetic mirror, plasma 
is dispersed around the entire loop. This is observed by the consistent densities across elevation 
angles in topologically closed magnetic fields.  

As magnetic elevation angle increases, magnetic topology has a lessened effect on 
ionospheric structure. In greater magnetic elevation angles, open magnetic fields cause vertical 
diffusion. Therefore, both mini-magnetospheres and open magnetic fields extend the ionosphere 
to greater altitudes, allowing plasma to behave similarly in both magnetic topologies.  

 
Figure 12. Thermal electron density profiles (measured by LPW) are presented. Color represents magnetic topology: 
red corresponds to closed fields, green corresponds to open, and blue corresponds to draped. From left to right, 
elevation angle increases. All magnetic field amplitudes (no latitude/longitude requirements) are used in these figures.  
 



  Fig. 13 demonstrates that topologically closed magnetic fields have characteristically 
greater densities than open magnetic fields, while open magnetic fields have greater densities than 
draped magnetic fields. In comparing across figures A-C in Fig. 13, it is also evident that as 
magnetic amplitude increases, the influence of topology decreases (allowing densities along open 
and draped magnetic fields to become more comparable to the densities in topologically closed 
magnetic fields). These results are similar to the conclusions from Fig 12.  

Thermal electron densities in higher altitudes appear to increase as magnetic amplitude 
increases. Densities increase by a factor of ~2.5 across Fig. 13A to Fig. 13C at 500 km in 
topologically closed and open field regions. The mini-magnetospheres in strong crustal magnetic 
fields often extend to greater altitudes, so this feature may be a result of enhanced vertical 
diffusion.  

 
Figure 13. Thermal electron density profiles (measured by LPW) are presented. Color represents magnetic topology: 
red corresponds to closed fields, green corresponds to open, and blue corresponds to draped. The dashed vertical line 
at 103 cc-1 is to compare densities across figures at 500 km. From left to right, magnetic amplitude increases. All 
magnetic field elevation angles are used in these figures.  
  
7 Conclusion 
 The use of suprathermal electron flux and pitch-angle resolved spectra, Mars’ magnetic 
topology was directly observed in the night and day sides respectively. At night, this allowed the 
three sources of plasma to the night-side ionosphere (bulk flow, pressure gradient, and electron 
impact ionization) to be discretely identified. Bulk flow occurs in altitudes below 160 km via ion 
neutral collisions in all magnetic configurations. In altitudes greater than 160 km, transport of 
plasma trapped on mini-magnetospheres (which co-rotate with the planet) may also source the 
night-side ionosphere. Pressure gradient occurs along draped (horizontal) magnetic field lines and 
is strongest near the terminator. Electron impact ionization occurs when suprathermal electrons 
travel down open magnetic fields to impact and ionize the neutral atmosphere. EII has peak 



production near ~140 km and was identified to source ~30% of the night-side ionosphere. In 
addition, ion-neutral chemistry was isolated in regions void of suprathermal electron flux (allowing 
EII interruptions to be separated into “non-void” regions). O2+ had similar sources (and profiles) 
as thermal electrons (as expected, since O2+ is the dominant ion in both the day and night 
ionospheres). NO+ (an ion with a slow recombination rate) was primarily sourced by transport 
processes. O+ (a dominant ion in altitudes > 200 km in the dayside ionosphere) was not a dominant 
ion at night until altitudes exceeded ~200 km (similar to the dayside). Therefore, ion-neutral 
collisions and EII were minimal sources, but planetary rotation and pressure gradient were found 
to still source this ion. Furthermore, the influence of magnetic topology (compared to amplitude 
and elevation angle) in the day-side ionosphere determined that the influence of magnetic topology 
on the ionospheric structure is dominant over amplitude and elevation angle of Mars’ crustal 
magnetic fields.  
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